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Abstract

Fires are a global phenomenon that impact climate and biogeochemical cycles, and
mediate numerous interactions between the biosphere, atmosphere and cryosphere.
These impacts occur on a range of temporal and spatial scales and are difficult to quan-
tify on a global scale based solely on observations. Here we assess the role of fires in5

the climate system using model estimates of radiative forcing (RF) from global fires in
the preindustrial, present day, and future time periods. Fire emissions of trace gases
and aerosols were derived from transient simulations with the Community Land Model
and then used in a series of Community Atmosphere Model simulations with repre-
sentative emissions from the years 1850, 2000, and 2100. Additional simulations were10

carried out with fire emissions from the Global Fire Emission Database for a present-
day comparison. Reduced land carbon storage due to fires suggests a large preindus-
trial positive RF from atmospheric CO2. This effect of fires also limits the amount of
carbon that can be released during the large-scale conversion of forests to agricultural
land that took place during the 19th and 20th centuries, resulting in a negative change15

in RF from fire-emitted CO2 from the year 1850 to 2000. The remaining greenhouse
gas forcings from fire emissions (methane, nitrous oxide and ozone) were smaller in
magnitude. The indirect radiative effects of fire aerosols on clouds are dominant in the
present and future time periods with a negative RF (cooling) of 1.0 Wm−2 or greater
for all time periods. We also consider the impacts of fire on the aerosol direct effect,20

land and snow surface albedo, and indirect aerosol effects on biogeochemistry, which
lead to small RFs. Overall, we conclude that fires are responsible for an RF of about
−1.2Wm−2 in the preindustrial climate (with respect to a preindustrial climate without
fires), and human activities have increased the RF of fires by about 0.7 Wm−2 from
1850 to 2000 and potentially 0.4 Wm−2 from 1850 to 2100 in the model representa-25

tion by a combination of effects on fire activity and on the background environment in
which fires occur. Thus, fires play an important role in both the natural equilibrium cli-
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mate and the climate perturbed by anthropogenic activity and need to be considered
in future climate projections.

1 Introduction

Fires impose a considerable forcing on the global climate through impacts on a di-
verse set of Earth system processes (Bowman et al., 2009). These include land and5

ice surface energy budgets, biogeochemical cycling, and physical and chemical pro-
cesses in the atmosphere. Recent studies have begun to quantify various aspects of
fires’ effects on climate. These studies have focused on specific impacts (e.g., Liu et al.,
2005; Naik et al., 2007; Ito et al., 2007), certain types of fire emissions (e.g., Jacobson,
2004), or on fires that occur within a particular ecosystem or region (e.g., Randerson10

et al., 2006; Pfister et al., 2008; Stone et al., 2011). More general assessments high-
light the complexity of these impacts, particularly those from aerosols, and the difficulty
in performing a comprehensive analysis at a global scale (Forster et al., 2007; Bow-
man et al., 2009). As such, the sum radiative effect of fires on a global scale remains
fundamentally uncertain (Carslaw et al., 2010).15

When an open fire burns, products of the combustion are released into the at-
mosphere both as aerosols and trace gases, including important greenhouse gases
(Fig. 1). Global emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) due to fires were estimated to be
2.0 Pgcarbon(C)yr−1 averaged from 1997 to 2009 by van der Werf et al. (2010), of
which approximately 0.5 PgCyr−1 is associated with deforestation, contributing to the20

net buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere. Fire emissions also contain other key green-
house gases, including methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) (Andreae and Merlet,
2001). Moreover, the flux of high concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO), other non-
methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs), and NOx (NO+NO2) alters the oxidation capacity
of the atmosphere, potentially leading to a modified CH4 lifetime and locally high con-25

centrations of the short-lived greenhouse gas, ozone (O3). Fire-produced O3 has been
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shown to impact the radiation budget on a global scale over the anthropocene (Ito et al.,
2007).

According to estimates compiled by Andreae and Rosenfeld (2008) for the year 2000,
fires are the largest source of primary carbonaceous aerosol mass globally. Aerosol
emissions from fires consist mainly of organic carbon (Galanter et al., 2000; Andreae5

and Merlet, 2001) but also contribute to global black carbon emissions (Schwarz et al.,
2008; Mieville et al., 2010). Together, these particles scatter and absorb radiation, ex-
erting a direct aerosol effect on the radiation budget. However, estimates of the global
direct effect due to present-day fires disagree on the sign of the forcing (Forster et al.,
2007). In addition, aerosols alter climate by their impacts on clouds. Some aerosol10

species, especially black carbon, add heat to the cloud environment leading to evap-
oration, which alters the radiative balance (the semi-direct effect), and aerosols act
as cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei to modify the cloud albedo and lifetime
(Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). After returning to the land surface, either by dry or wet
deposition, fire aerosols can apply further forcing onto the climate by transporting nu-15

trients or toxins to sensitive ecosystems (Chen et al., 2010; Mahowald, 2011). Also,
black carbon deposition on snow and ice surfaces has been shown to reduce the sur-
face albedo in the visible spectrum (Hadley et al., 2010) contributing to changes in the
global radiation budget (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009).

In the immediate aftermath of a fire, the albedo of the burned area is typically re-20

duced as the surface may be charred. But over longer time periods, an opening of the
canopy can expose higher albedo surfaces such as grass and shrub vegetation, or
snow, leading to a negative radiative forcing in some ecosystems (Randerson et al.,
2006). Regrowth of vegetation following a fire sequesters CO2 from the atmosphere,
compensating for the emission of CO2 during the fire. However, the magnitude of the25

C sink may be quite different than the magnitude of the original C source, especially in
a case such as deforestation fires in which agricultural land often replaces the forest
(Jacobson, 2004). Over a period of years to decades, post-fire changes in the age and
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composition of vegetation can alter the surface energy budget (Liu et al., 2005) and the
local biogeochemical cycling (Thonicke et al., 2001; Thornton et al., 2007).

Fires occur naturally and have for many millions of years prior to human influences
(Bowman et al., 2009). In recent times however, human activity has played a large role
in both igniting and suppressing fires, as well as modifying fire regimes through land-5

use change (Marlon et al., 2008). Fires are likely to respond to future climate changes
since fire activity depends on long-term precipitation, temperature, and humidity trends
(Kloster et al., 2012). Recent development of global fire prediction schemes (Thonicke
et al., 2001, 2010; Arora and Boer, 2005; Kloster et al., 2010; Prentice et al., 2011) has
made it possible to simulate the spatial distribution of past (pre-satellite era) and future10

fire emissions within a global land model.
In this study we assess fire impacts on climate using estimates of fire emissions from

the Kloster et al. (2010) scheme implemented in the Community Land Model (CLM)
and from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) (van der Werf et al., 2010). We
use the concept of radiative forcing (RF) as a measure of climate impacts with an aim15

toward evaluating the relative importance of each of the various fire/climate forcings.
We estimate the global RF of fires for 1850, 2000, and 2100 by their impacts on long-
lived greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O), O3, the aerosol direct effect, aerosol indirect
effects, aerosol deposition on snow/ice surfaces, surface albedo changes and changes
to biogeochemical cycles (Fig. 1) using a modeling approach described in the following20

section.

2 Methods

The RF of the various fire impacts shown in Fig. 1 are isolated by comparing the atmo-
sphere and land simulated with fire effects (emissions, ecosystem disturbance), to the
same atmosphere and land but simulated without fire effects. The differences between25

the “fire” and “no-fire” model output were considered to be representative of the impacts
of fires. This approach is fundamentally different from efforts to estimate fire RFs from
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a single set of simulations that include both fire emissions and all other emissions. The
major distinction is that in our “no-fire” world, in the absence of fire emissions, non-fire
trace gases and aerosols will evolve differently than in the “fire” world simulation that
includes all emissions.

Comparing a fire world to a no-fire world required several simplifications that we note5

here. The land and ice surface albedos remain constant between fire and no-fire simu-
lations, although in a no-fire world albedo fields could be quite different. Similarly, CO2
concentrations, which are impacted by removing fires, are kept identical in the fire and
no-fire simulations. Fires also emit nitrogen (N)-containing species and effect N depo-
sition, but this impact is not removed when we exclude fire emissions from our sim-10

ulations, which use standard N-deposition input datasets. These assumptions greatly
reduce the complexity of the model experimental setup. In addition, the model config-
uration used for this study does not include dynamic vegetation (needed to simulate
succession), or aerosol effects on convective cloud droplet number.

To address some of the uncertainty in the model fire emissions datasets, results for15

present-day RF from the CLM fire emissions are compared to the estimates from the
GFED emissions for the same time period. All atmosphere simulations use a climate
representative of the year 2000, and we assume that future land-use changes follow
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 and future greenhouse gas concen-
trations follow SRES A1B (Nakicenovic et al., 2000), which is similar to the RCP 4.520

greenhouse gas concentration trajectory (Moss et al., 2010).

2.1 Fire emissions

Global fire emissions were derived from simulations documented by Kloster
et al. (2010, 2012) using a modified form of the Community Land Model CLM3 (Oleson
et al., 2008a; Stockli et al., 2008). Emissions from fires are predicted in CLM3 with the25

coupled carbon-fire model implemented by Kloster et al. (2010) building on work from
Arora and Boer (2005). The model combines fuel availability, fuel moisture content and
ignition probabilities with the model wind to explicitly predict the area burned. Kloster
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et al. (2010) introduced an anthropogenic impact on fire ignition and suppression based
on population. Emissions from deforestation fires are represented as a fraction of the
C lost due to land-use change.

CLM version 3.5, hereafter CLM3, includes modifications to the hydrology scheme,
improved representation of soil properties, treatment of urban land cover, and improve-5

ments to the snow pack dynamics (Decker and Zeng, 2009; Sakaguchi and Zeng,
2009; Niu and Yang, 2007; Flanner and Zender, 2005; Flanner et al., 2007; Wang and
Zeng, 2009; Lawrence and Slater, 2008, 2009; Oleson et al., 2008b). Additionally, these
simulations used the carbon-nitrogen biogeochemical cycling extension of CLM3 (CN)
(Thornton et al., 2007, 2009). The CN model tracks storage and fluxes of carbon and10

nitrogen between vegetation, soil, and litter pools, and introduces nitrogen limitation on
primary production.

CLM3 was run as described above with 1.9◦ latitude by 2.5◦ longitude grid spacing
for the years 1798–2100 (Kloster et al., 2010, 2012). Atmospheric forcing from the Qian
et al. (2006) NCEP/NCAR reanalysis for 1948 to 1972 was repeatedly cycled during15

the model years 1798 through 1972 with the last 25 yr corresponding exactly to the
reanalysis. After 1972 and through to 2100, the same reanalysis dataset was cycled
but climate anomalies relative to the 1948 to 1972 period are applied. The anomalies
were defined as the difference between monthly mean future projections and the base
period (1948–1972) reanalysis. They were derived from three ensemble runs from the20

coupled climate models ECHAM5/MPI-OM (hereafter ECHAM) (Roeckner et al., 2006)
and three from the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) (Meehl et al., 2006) all
using the SRES A1B scenario (Nakicenovic, 2000). Transient atmospheric CO2 con-
centration was taken from the same scenario. N deposition followed the transient record
from Lamarque et al. (2005) through the year 2004 and was kept constant at present25

day levels through the year 2100.
Transient population density and land cover were also used from 1850 to 2100. Land

cover changes for 1850 to 2000 follow Hurtt et al. (2006) and were implemented in
CLM as plant functional type (PFT) changes (Lawrence et al., 2011). Future land-use
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changes follow the projection from RCP 4.5. All the future RCP scenarios for land-use
change cause a decrease in global fire emissions (including deforestation fire emis-
sions) between the year 2000 and the years 2075 to 2099 by reducing the biomass
available for burning (Kloster et al., 2012). The RCP 4.5 land-use change leads to the
smallest decrease in fire emissions of all the RCPs, 5 %, compared to the maximum5

decrease of 30 % when RCP 8.5 is used (Kloster et al., 2012). The range in projected
fire emissions informs on this aspect of the uncertainty in our future fire emissions
estimates.

2.1.1 Carbon loss due to fires

Monthly fire emissions were derived from the CLM3 total C lost due to fire10

(FIRE CLOSS) that includes deforestation fires. The amount of C lost in fires grad-
ually increases through the 1950s, but then slightly decreases to 2000 (Fig. 2); pro-
jection of future tendency is dependent on the atmospheric forcing, showing a steep
increase in carbon lost for the ECHAM forcing and very little trend with the CCSM forc-
ing. For pre-industrial emissions, FIRE CLOSS was averaged for each month for the15

period 1845 to 1854 (hereafter named 1850). For present-day emissions we compute
the 1997 to 2006 average and for future emissions, 2090–2099 (hereafter named 2000
and 2100, respectively). The 1997 to 2006 average used the ensemble average of the
CCSM climate forcings, which was very similar to the ECHAM ensemble average for
these years (Kloster et al., 2012). We use decadal means to diminish the impact of the20

large interannual variability of fire emissions on the single year used to drive the model
emissions, as in Lamarque et al. (2010). The two future climate forcing ensembles are
averaged separately to create two future datasets, ECHAM and CCSM. In addition, fire
emissions estimates from the GFED version 2 (GFEDv2) (van der Werf et al., 2006)
were applied as a comparison to the present-day CLM3 derived emissions.25

Comparisons of the CLM3 FIRE CLOSS to that from GFEDv2 suggest that the
model underestimates the globally averaged GFEDv2 carbon emissions for the present
day period (Fig. 2). This bias results in large part from a disparity in the area burned by
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Northern Hemisphere tropical fires (Fig. 3a). Furthermore, CLM3 tends to overestimate
mid-latitude fire area burned, especially in North America, and does not capture high-
latitude fires in the Northern Hemisphere. At the same time, CLM3 underestimates the
amount of carbon lost per area burned compared to the GFEDv2 inventory in these
regions, as shown in Fig. 3b, indicating a higher proportion of forest to grass (or tun-5

dra) burning in GFEDv2. While this disparity appears subtle, it may be important for
the RF of fires since aerosol emissions from these high-latitude fires have implications
for snow surface and land surface albedo changes (Randerson et al., 2006; Flanner
et al., 2007). Elsewhere on the globe, the carbon lost per area burned is similar for all
fire emission datasets: this is expected, as during model development the results were10

compared to GFEDv2 (Kloster et al., 2010).

2.1.2 Application of emission factors

FIRE CLOSS is converted to emissions of various gas-phase and aerosol species us-
ing the emission factors given by Andreae and Merlet (2001) and updates for CO2, CO,
NOx, SO2, and organic carbon and black carbon aerosols by Hoelzemann et al. (2004).15

The Andreae and Merlet (2001) factors were derived for three major biomes (tropical
forest, extratropical forest, and savannah and grassland) for which different burning
intensities are characteristic, typically dependent on the amount of smoldering. The
area burned for each of these biomes is given in Fig. 3c, with savanna and grasslands
broken into four categories also containing extra-tropical shrubs and crops. Here we20

use the CLM3 land cover classification for the GFEDv2 area burned product as well.
A larger fraction of the area burned in the GFEDv2 inventory was grassland (particu-
larly tropical grassland) compared to CLM3, which tended to predict more mid-latitude
forest area burned than GFEDv2 (Fig. 3a).

A new set of fire emission factors was recently published (Akagi et al., 2011) but25

was not available for the current fire emissions study. The Akagi et al. (2011) factors
include a higher rate of smoldering in boreal forest fires, leading to higher extratropical
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forest fire emission factors for CO, CH4, and primary organic aerosols when compared
to Andreae and Merlet (2001).

Emission factors are given as the mass emitted per unit mass of dry matter burned.
A carbon content factor is used to convert between the dry matter burned and
FIRE CLOSS predicted by the model. We assume a C content of the burned mat-5

ter equal to the total mass of the C emitted as CO2 and CO per unit mass of dry
matter as defined in the emission factors. Other C-containing species do not have an
appreciable effect on the total C emitted. The resulting biome-dependent C contents
are comparable to the constant value of 45 % used by van der Werf et al. (2006).

CLM3 simulates the land surface for 16 PFTs. For the purpose of calculating emis-10

sions, these are classified into the three major biomes as defined by Andreae and
Merlet (2001). All grass PFTs are considered savanna and grassland, temperate and
boreal forest PFTs are considered extratropical forests, and the remaining forest PFTs
are aggregated into the tropical forest biome. The fraction of each PFT within a grid-
point is multiplied by the FIRE CLOSS at that gridpoint to give the amount of C lost from15

each PFT. The C lost is converted to dry matter using the C content and multiplied by
the emission factor to give the mass of 22 different gas and aerosol species. These are
CO2, CO, CH4, 12 additional non-methane hydrocarbons, SO2, NH3, NO, and black
carbon and organic carbon aerosol. The aerosol species are split into hydrophobic and
hydrophilic categories according to Emmons et al. (2010).20

2.1.3 Treatment of N loss from fires

Total N lost due to fires (FIRE NLOSS) is also predicted by CLM3. We compute the
global, annual FIRE NLOSS as 29 TgNyr−1, 26 TgNyr−1, and 37 TgNyr−1 for 1850,
2000 and 2100 (averaged between the simulations with different atmospheric forcings),
respectively. These values are somewhat larger than a recent global estimate from the25

GFEDv2 of 22.2 TgNyr−1 (Chen et al., 2010).
The speciation of the lost N also follows the Andreae and Merlet (2001) emission

factors, meaning emission of N-containing species is proportional to the C content of
10544
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burned matter, or FIRE CLOSS, not FIRE NLOSS. Following these emission factors,
25 to 30 % of the emitted N is released as NH3 or NOx in all time periods. An additional
large fraction is emitted as molecular N (N2) (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). Andreae
and Merlet (2001) estimate 30 to 40 % of N lost from fires is emitted as N2, but Chen
et al. (2010) find that the value is likely about 50 % with higher percentages in ecosys-5

tems with more complete combustion. Adding together contributions from NH3, NOx
and N2 using the C-based emission factors, and after small amounts of trace gases
N2O and HCN are considered, there is still a portion of the FIRE NLOSS, about 20 to
25 %, that is not accounted for in our emissions estimates.

2.1.4 Aerosol emissions10

All fire emissions were released into the lowest model level. This follows the recent
results of Tosca et al. (2011) and val Martin et al. (2010) that show most fires’ emis-
sions remain within the planetary boundary layer in tropical Asia and in North America,
respectively. A variable injection height for emissions was found to be a minor factor for
predicting the distribution of smoke plumes in the Western United States (Mao et al.,15

2011), and in Southeast Asia (Zhang et al., 2011). The results of these studies sug-
gest that modifying the injection height is of little importance for assessing the RF of
fire aerosols.

Observations of aerosol optical depth (AOD) from the Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) have shown that the GFEDv2 inventory underestimates emissions of20

aerosols from fires in the tropics (Matichuk et al., 2008; Chin et al., 2009; Tosca et al.,
2010; Johnston et al., 2012). Koch et al. (2009) note that nearly all models underesti-
mate black carbon (BC) concentrations in biomass burning regions, which they attribute
to problems with the emission factors or estimates of the optical properties of smoke.
We scaled aerosol emissions from CLM3 and GFEDv2 fires in several regions following25

the approach of Johnston et al. (2012) to account for this apparent bias. The method
and results of the scaling are given in Appendix A.
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Other natural and anthropogenic emissions for the three time periods examined in
this study were given by the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercompar-
ison Project (ACCMIP) (Lamarque et al., 2010) for the years 1850 and 2000. For the
future climate we used the ACCMIP emissions for RCP 4.5, to be consistent with the
CLM3 simulations.5

2.2 Model experiments

The fire emissions were applied to two sets of atmosphere simulations, one for tropo-
spheric photochemistry and a separate set for aerosols, with an additional group of land
model simulations used to assess the RF due to CO2 emissions (Table 1). We used
releases of versions 4 and 5 of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)10

Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) with a data ocean model, i.e. prescribed sea
surface temperatures. The climate sensitivity of these CAM releases was analyzed
by Gettelman et al. (2012). Separate model versions were required because chemistry
was not yet working in the version of CAM with internally mixed aerosols, which allowed
us to look at aerosol indirect effects. Model simulations are named by time period, sim-15

ulation group and by fire emissions with KF denoting CLM3 fires (Kloster et al., 2010,
2012), GF for GFEDv2 fires, CKF for CLM3 fires with CCSM climate, EKF for CLM3
fires with ECHAM climate, and NF for no fires (Table 1).

2.2.1 CHEM simulations

The simulations of tropospheric photochemistry (CHEM) were run with CAM4 using20

online chemistry from the Model for Ozone and Related chemical Tracers (MOZART),
version 4 (Emmons et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2011), with a focus on the impacts
of fires on ozone and the oxidation capacity of the troposphere. Eight simulations were
run with the different fire emissions (including no fire emissions) for two years each,
all branched off of a two-year atmosphere spin-up run (Table 1). The final year in each25

two-year simulation was used for analysis while the first year was considered spin-up
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for the atmosphere with the different emissions. Year 2000 climate forcing was used in
all eight CHEM simulations. The online chemistry was not interactive with the radiative
transfer and, as a result, the model climate was identical in all CHEM simulations.

2.2.2 AERO simulations

Separate simulations that assess the RFs of aerosols (AERO) were run with CAM5,5

using the three-mode Modal Aerosol Model (MAM3), Liu et al. (2011a). Many aspects
of CAM were updated for version 5 (Liu et al., 2011b) including the cloud microphysics,
which are relevant here. CAM5 includes the two-moment cloud microphysical scheme
for stratiform clouds described by Morrison and Gettelman (2008), which enables pre-
diction of the size of various hydrometeors. With this new scheme, aerosol/cloud in-10

teractions and indirect effects can be simulated for stratiform clouds. Other improve-
ments to the cloud microphysics in CAM5 include updates to the ice nucleation and
vapor deposition schemes (Gettelman et al., 2010). MAM3 predicts aerosol mass
mixing ratios and number mixing ratios for major aerosol species (excluding nitrate
aerosols) in three lognormal modes: Aitken, accumulation and coarse. Primary car-15

bonaceous aerosols are emitted directly into internal mixtures with other accumulation
mode species. Chemical oxidant distributions were prescribed for the AERO simula-
tions.

Again, year 2000 climate forcing is applied to the AERO simulations, but in this case
aerosols were radiatively active. Variations in the aerosol fields feedback onto other at-20

mospheric variables and result in different climate states depending on the initial emis-
sions. To smooth out the differences in the climate state introduced by the aerosols,
the model was integrated for six years and the annual average of the final five years
of output was used for analysis. Global, annual average surface temperature differ-
ences between simulations with and without fire emissions were less than 0.05 ◦C for25

all cases, giving us confidence that atmospheric temperature adjustments were a minor
impact on the RFs. As with the CHEM simulations, all the AERO runs were branched
from a two-year atmosphere spin-up run.
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Both versions of CAM in this study use a grid spacing of the finite volume dynamics
core of 1.9◦ latitude by 2.5◦ longitude and 26 vertical levels. The timestep was set to
30 min.

2.2.3 CO2 simulations

To understand the role of fires in maintaining atmospheric CO2 levels, CLM3 simu-5

lations were run with fires turned off. The experimental setup for this set of CLM3
simulations (Table 1) follows that of Kloster et al. (2012), also described in Sect. 2.1,
with the exception that no fire disturbance was included. The spin-up procedure fol-
lows that used by Kloster et al. (2010). CLM3 begins with an initial non-zero carbon
pool state and is integrated with the CN extension until the global average net ecosys-10

tem exchange (NEE) of carbon averaged over a 25-yr cycle of atmospheric forcing is
less than ±0.05PgCyr−1. This is slightly less rigorous than the level used by Mahowald
et al. (2011a) of ±0.01PgCyr−1 but consistent with Kloster et al. (2012). For the atmo-
spheric forcing the Qian et al. (2006) reanalysis for 1948 to 1972 is looped and CO2 is
set at a preindustrial level. The spin-up lasted for 850 model years.15

The transient run is branched from the end of the spin-up run starting at the year
1798 with pre-industrial CO2 and PFT distribution. After 1798 the model setup uses
the same transient CO2, atmospheric forcing, and land-use change as the CLM3 runs
described in Sect. 2.1. Therefore, changes in CO2 from removing fires do not feedback
into the CLM3 runs, and we assume that deforestation proceeds similarly whether20

fire is available as a vegetation-clearing tool or not. Since all ensemble members for
the different future atmospheric forcings result in similar trajectories of fire emissions
(Kloster et al., 2012), we chose one ensemble member from the CCSM and ECHAM
groups to run for this analysis. Note that these CLM3 integrations are only used for the
CO2 RF computations and are not applied in any of the other RF analyses.25
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2.3 Radiative forcing computations

Radiative forcing is used as a tool for estimating the potential climate response to
changes in various earth system constituents, including those with long timescale re-
sponses. The American Meteorological Society defines radiative forcing as a system-
atic perturbation to the flux of radiation at a certain level of the atmosphere. There5

are several ways to compute this quantity. Due to the diverse nature of forcing factors
considered in the present study we used slightly different RF measures for the single
forcings. In this study, the estimates for the RF of CO2, CH4 and N2O follow the IPCC
definition of adjusted radiative forcing, Fa (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). Fa is the change
in radiative flux at the tropopause after allowing the stratospheric temperature time to10

adjust to the new forcing. The IPCC also defines radiative forcing as being relative to an
initial preindustrial state. Here we use the term radiative forcing to refer to the forcing
of a particular perturbation relative to the no-fire atmosphere.

Since we conducted the full chemistry CAM simulations with prognostic O3 that did
not feedback onto the model radiation, the calculated change in radiative flux at the15

tropopause due to O3 from fires is better defined as an instantaneous forcing (Fi),
which is how we report the RF of O3 here. Hansen et al. (2005) report global climate
simulations for the time period 1880 to 2000 for which the ratio of Fi : Fa = 0.83 for
tropospheric O3. While the exact ratio from Hansen et al. (2005) may not be applicable
to our model experiment, their results suggests that Fi for O3 from fires in this study is20

likely to be somewhat smaller but roughly equivalent to Fa.
For aerosols, the difference between the radiative fluxes at the tropopause and the

top of the atmosphere (TOA) is considered small and the stratospheric adjustment for
most aerosol forcings is minimal (Forster et al., 2007). Therefore the TOA RF computed
in this study for aerosols can be compared to the Fa of the other forcings, assuming only25

small tropospheric temperature adjustments between simulations. For albedo changes
we also report a TOA RF. The difference between Fi and Fa for surface albedo changes
is considered negligible (e.g., Hansen et al., 2005; Randerson et al., 2006), but it should
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be noted that differences in radiative fluxes between TOA and the tropopause are not
accounted for here. Throughout the remainder of this paper, the radiative forcing for
the various impacts of fire listed above will be referred to as RF. Details of the RF
calculations are given in Appendix B.

3 Results5

3.1 Carbon dioxide radiative forcing

Fires emit a large amount of CO2 into the atmosphere. The estimates of global CO2

emissions from fires in our CLM3 simulations range from 1.3 PgCyr−1 for present day
emissions to 2.4 PgCyr−1 for the future trajectory with ECHAM atmospheric forcing.
There is some evidence to suggest that fires may be a major source of the interannual10

variability in global CO2 emissions (van der Werf et al., 2008; Nevison et al., 2008)
although the short record of global fire activity limits the conclusions of such analyses.

Atmospheric CO2 absorbs longwave radiation, trapping heat that might otherwise es-
cape the atmosphere. It follows that emissions of CO2 will lead to positive RF, and that
fires will be a major contributor to that positive RF. However, in the case of fires, CO215

emissions may be offset by the regrowth of vegetation in the burned area, which se-
questers the lost C on time scales from a few years to many decades. Jacobson (2004)
showed that, because of regrowth, the greatest current long-term source of CO2 from
fires comes from deforestation fires. When forests are cleared for agricultural land that
has a relatively low capacity for C storage, the majority of the initially emitted C remains20

in the atmosphere or is sequestered by a different C sink. Deforestation fires are a net
source of CO2 to the atmosphere while it is often assumed that other fires are followed
by regrowth of the same vegetation types and are neither a source nor a sink for CO2 if
fire frequency remains the same (e.g., Bowman et al., 2009). However, climate-induced
changes to fire frequency will alter landscape-mean C stocks and affect atmospheric25

CO2. In addition to these direct impacts on atmospheric CO2, fires shape ecosystems
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by altering population dynamics and species composition (Bond et al., 2005; Harrison
et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2011), affecting ecosystem productivity and decomposition
rates. In these ways, fires act to control the C balance between the land and atmo-
sphere.

In CLM3, the PFT distribution is not allowed to change due to fire disturbance. Future5

incarnations of CLM3 may include a dynamic vegetation response to fires and could
show an even greater preindustrial C storage difference from fires as high-C forests re-
place the relatively low-C and fire-dependent grasslands in the no-fire case. Although,
our other major assumption, that the atmospheric CO2 remains constant with or with-
out fires, would tend to buffer the increase in C storage when fires are removed as10

diminished atmospheric CO2 would limit vegetation growth.
When fires are removed from the CLM3 model long-term integration, an additional

∼500PgC is stored in the land C pools (Fig. 4a, b, at year 1800), with contributions
from increased storage in coarse woody debris (+31%), litter (+17%), and live vege-
tation (53 %). This sizeable preindustrial increase in land C storage due to removing15

fire activity corresponds to a new equilibrium atmospheric CO2 concentration that has
decreased by 41 ppm (details of this computation are given in Appendix B1). From this
analysis we compute a RF of CO2 from fire activity of 0.83 Wm−2. This forcing illus-
trates the important role fire disturbance plays in the global C cycle. Since fires are
a relatively novel addition to current global models it is important to stress that many20

models could be missing this large forcing if they do not prescribe CO2 concentrations.
In contrast to the CLM3 spin-up integration, 63 PgC was lost from the land C pools in

the 19th and 20th centuries when fire activity was excluded from CLM3 (Fig. 4b). This
results from land-use PFT changes (Hurtt et al., 2006) that are applied to the model
starting in the year 1850, which we assume are identical between the two simulations.25

As forests are cleared and replaced by agricultural land, the no-fire simulation forests,
which stored more C in the absence of fires, have more C to release (Fig. 4c). When
fires were included, they maintained a lower C storing land surface, which was then a
weaker C source when the land-use disturbance was applied. An interesting result of
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the fire-caused decrease in C loss from land-use change is that the RF of CO2 from
fires in the year 2000 is negative, RF = −0.21Wm−2, compared to the preindustrial RF
(using the pulse response method shown in Appendix B1). This means that since prein-
dustrial times fires have reduced the amount of C available to be lost to the atmosphere
through land-use change.5

In the RCP 4.5 future scenario, land-use change decreases in magnitude after the
year 2000 (Fig. 4c) while atmospheric CO2 continues to increase in concentration and
future climate anomalies are applied. Patterns and controls of land C storage between
the fire and no-fire scenarios then begin to diverge. As temperatures increase, mobi-
lization of soil N increases and plants are less N-limited, a result consistent with that of10

Thornton et al. (2009). However, the no-fire land surface begins to accumulate C at a
higher rate than when fires are included. Without fires imposing consistent losses of C
and N from vegetation (the no-fire simulation stores about 40 % more C in vegetation
in 2000), gross primary production increases at a higher rate. The future increase in
C storage for the no-fire simulation outpaces the increased availability of N for vegeta-15

tion, leading to a more N-limited biosphere than in the fire simulation. The net balance,
however, still favors increased C storage without fires.

When assessed in the year 2100, after an increase in the C storage in the no-fire
simulation compared to the fire simulation, the RF from fire CO2 is −0.08Wm−2 with
the CCSM climate and +0.08Wm−2 with the ECHAM climate compared to the prein-20

dustrial RF. While the C storage in the no-fire land C pools increases rapidly toward
the year 2100, the increased background CO2 concentrations dampen the impact on
the RF by the saturation effect. The magnitude and sign of the RF are also likely to be
dependent on the choice of future land-use trajectory. RCPs 6.0 and 8.5 project con-
siderably higher wood harvest rates globally compared to RCP 2.6 or RCP 4.5 which25

lead to a reduction in global biomass and contribute to a decrease in CLM3 fire emis-
sions in the future by 30 % over RCP 4.5 (Kloster et al., 2012). If these alternative high
harvest scenarios were applied to the current study, we would expect the RF from CO2
between 1850 and 2100 from fires to decrease. It is difficult to quantify the uncertainty
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in the RF for 2100 with respect to the different land-use change scenarios, but it can
be said that the numbers given here for the year 2100 using RCP 4.5 are likely to be
higher than if the other RCPs had been used.

3.2 Methane radiative forcing

Fires emit a small amount of CH4 directly into the atmosphere but also affect the CH45

mixing ratio by modifying the concentrations of important atmospheric oxidants. The
major atmospheric sink for CH4 is reaction with OH, and nearly 100 % of CH4 removal
occurs on the timescale of the primary, or longest-lived, mode (Wild and Prather, 2000).
Previous modeling work by Naik et al. (2007) showed that fire emissions can lead to
both increases and decreases in [OH] depending on the relative amounts of NOx and10

CO+NMHC emitted. Increased emissions of NOx, such as within a smoke plume, can
enhance the production of O3, which produces OH by photolysis (Naik et al., 2005).
The enhanced production of OH leads to more destruction of tropospheric CH4 and
will decrease the CH4 lifetime. In contrast, OH is removed from the atmosphere through
oxidation of CO and NMHC for which fires are a major source. This acts to lengthen15

the CH4 lifetime, counteracting to some extent the effect of increased NOx.
Our method for computing the RF of CH4 from fires can be found in Appendix B2.

The magnitude of the RF due to CH4 from fires is between 0.05 and 0.13 Wm−2

for all simulations (Table 2). In the present day, these fire RFs account for 9 %
(CHEM 2000 KF) and 23 % (CHEM 2000 GF) of the global mean CH4 RF, estimated20

by Forster et al. (2007). In the year 1850 simulations however, fires were responsible
for a negative radiative forcing due to CH4. The 1850 model troposphere saw enhanced
OH production (Table 2) that outweighed the removal of OH by increased CO+NMHC.
Therefore, these fires led to a global increase in [OH] and a decrease in [CH4], in
contrast with the other time periods (Table 2). This negative, indirect CH4 forcing due25

to greater [OH] in the preindustrial case was large enough to counteract the positive
RF from direct emission of CH4 by fires and the RF from the increase in preindustrial
tropospheric O3.
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3.3 Tropospheric ozone radiative forcing

Ozone is not emitted directly from fires but its concentration in the troposphere is often
enhanced by the increase in O3 precursor gases in biomass burning plumes (Pfister
et al., 2008). Gas-phase fire emissions consist largely of CO and NMHCs and also
include NOx (Longo et al., 2009), all of which are important components in the photo-5

chemical production and loss of O3. Pfister et al. (2006) modeled plume transport from
boreal North American fires for the summer of 2004 and found enhancements of the
lower tropospheric O3 burden of about 10 % over Alaska and Canada. Production of
O3 within smoke plumes can continue for days and occur in distant locations relative
to the fire. Real et al. (2007) simulated a net production of 22 ppbv O3 in smoke from10

Alaskan fires with impacts on European air quality after long-range transport.
Here we consider the contribution of fires to the global annual mean tropospheric O3

column burden for preindustrial, present and future fire emissions (Table 2). We define
the chemical tropopause as the lower boundary of the lowest level with O3 mixing ratio
greater than 150 ppbv, as in Naik et al. (2007). They estimate a present day global15

O3 burden of 30.1 Dobson Units (DU), which is slightly higher than our estimate of
27 DU, although, they use different biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions in
their model as well as a coarser horizontal resolution. Lamarque et al. (2011) estimate
the average annual global burden for 1991 to 2000 as 296 Tg O3 defining the chemi-
cal tropopause at 100 ppbv O3. Our figure for the present day, using their tropopause20

definition, is 273 Tg O3, which is within the 10 % interannual variability range cited by
Lamarque et al. (2011).

The preindustrial total O3 burden estimated by CAM4 is less than half the present-
day amount, but the proportional increase in O3 burden due to fires is greatest for
preindustrial emissions (Table 2). Past studies have shown that the addition of NOx to25

a less polluted environment, which contains smaller background concentrations of NOx
and NMHCs, results in proportionally larger production of O3 (e.g., Naik et al., 2005;
Pfister et al., 2008). Background concentrations of NOx and NMHCs were smaller in
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the preindustrial emissions environment, prior to large anthropogenic impacts. Figure 5
shows the production of O3 as a function of the increase in NOx from fire activity at the
surface in locations where fires occurred in the model. The preindustrial production
efficiency of O3 exceeds that of the other simulations by up to a factor of two, likely
because of the pristine background environment.5

Because of the relatively large impact of fires on the production of ozone in the pris-
tine atmosphere, preindustrial simulations produce the greatest increase in O3 and
also the largest short-lived O3 RF, 0.07 Wm−2 (Table 2; see Appendix B3 for RF com-
putations). In the present-day and future, O3 from fires are not a substantial short-term
forcing on the radiation balance (Table 2).10

Changes in tropospheric O3 also perturb the primary mode CH4 chemistry and can
feed back onto O3 concentrations on longer timescales (Naik et al., 2005, 2007). How-
ever, the primary mode response also leads to a small forcing and, combined with the
short-term forcing, results in global, annual average O3 RFs from fires between 0.03
and 0.06 Wm−2 (Table 2). The primary mode RF for preindustrial O3 is negative due to15

the decrease in CH4 lifetime caused by fires, which is detailed in the previous section.
We compute a difference in global tropospheric O3 RF from all sources (including the
CLM3 fires) between 1850 and the present-day of 0.42 Wm−2, well within the range of
model estimates for the instantaneous RF of O3 reported by Forster et al. (2007).

Naik et al. (2007) estimate a present-day RF from fire produced O3 of 0.11 Wm−2.20

They also find an increase of 10 % in tropospheric O3 due to fires, in contrast to the 0–
2 % global average increase in ozone for the present day simulated here. In an earlier
study, Granier et al. (2000) estimate a 5 % increase in global tropospheric O3 bur-
den. While all three studies use different fire emissions, the O3 production may not
be a strong function of the fire emissions. The results shown here (see Fig. 5) sug-25

gest that the background chemistry modifies the fire emissions in producing the total
O3 change. Similar results were shown in a global chemical transport model by Fu-
glestvedt et al. (1999) who found increased O3 in some regions when NOx emissions
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were systematically decreased. This occurred particularly in regions with high back-
ground NOx concentrations.

3.4 Nitrous oxide radiative forcing

Fires produce small amounts of N2O, considered the third most important greenhouse
gas for future radiative forcing (Forster et al., 2007). The major global source of N2O5

is denitrification by bacteria in soils and bodies of water. Since the preindustrial time
period emissions of N2O have increased, a change largely attributed to agricultural ac-
tivities that increase the potential for denitrification in soils (Syakila and Kroeze, 2011).
Estimates of annual global N2O emissions from Meinshausen et al. (2011a) for 1850
and 2000, as well as future projections, are given in Table 3.10

Using a box model (described in Appendix B4), we estimate the lifetime of N2O for
the case with all emissions, and use these parameters to estimate a lifetime without fire
emissions. The difference between the two final state N2O concentrations are small,
and result in small, positive RFs (0.03 to 0.04 Wm−2) for preindustrial, present day and
future time periods (Table 3).15

3.5 Aerosol direct effect

Fires are the largest source of carbonaceous aerosols in the CAM5 simulations for all
time periods (Table 4). The increase in annual average AOD due to fires is greatest
for Central Africa and the Amazonian Basin, coincident with the areas of maximum fire
activity (Fig. 6). Evidence of transport of aerosols upon easterly winds in the tropics20

can be seen in this figure with implications for the direct effect over often-cloudy marine
environments. The modeled AOD increase (Fig. 6c with GFEDv2 emissions) matches
well qualitatively and in maximum magnitude (∼0.5) with the regional AOD change
from removal of biomass burning season carbonaceous aerosols modeled by Sakaeda
et al. (2011) for Central Africa. Increases in AOD are projected for the future time period25

particularly over South America, and Equatorial Africa (Fig. 6d, e).
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The substantial impact on regional AOD suggests an important role for fire aerosols
on the direct effect (details for computation of the direct effect of fire aerosols are given
in Appendix B5). When only clear-sky is considered, the direct effect of fire aerosols
is a negative forcing (Table 4). The values for future climates (AERO 2100 CKF and
AERO 2100 EKF) are nearly double the preindustrial and present-day values using5

the CLM fire emissions, likely a result of the increased emissions over South America.
If we include the direct effect of aerosols over clouds, the global annual average values
become positive. This means that fire aerosols overlaying clouds have a substantial
warming influence in our simulations. This can be estimated by subtracting the clear-
sky direct effect from the all-sky direct effect using the values in Table 4. The magnitude10

of this effect on a global, annual average is large, between +0.25 and +0.5Wm−2 in
our simulations. A qualitatively similar result was shown by Wilcox (2010) and Sakaeda
et al. (2011) for Central Africa biomass burning aerosols.

The present-day values for the direct effect of fire aerosols from our study of +0.10
and +0.13Wm−2 (Table 4) fall within the confidence intervals of the IPCC Fourth As-15

sessment estimate of +0.03±0.12Wm−2 (Forster et al., 2007). Naik et al. (2007) re-
ported a value of +0.13Wm−2 from their modeling study, as did Reddy et al. (2005).
However, the appearance of strong agreement among model studies here should be
met with some skepticism because, as pointed out by Naik et al. (2007) and Sakaeda
et al. (2011), the direct effect depends largely on the model representation of cloudi-20

ness, which is generally inconsistent from model to model.

3.6 Aerosol indirect effects on clouds

The global average indirect effect from fire aerosols is dominated by decreases in the
total cloud forcing (TCF) in regions off the west coast of Northern South America and
Central Africa (Fig. 7). This suggests a globally important role for short-range trans-25

port of smoke from tropical fires on the easterly trade winds to near-coast marine
stratocumulus cloud decks. Chuang et al. (2002) note that these clouds are particu-
larly susceptible to changes in optical thickness from an influx of high aerosol number
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concentration because of the low marine aerosol number concentrations. In our simu-
lations, fire aerosols caused a two-fold increase in cloud droplet number concentration
(CDNC) in the low clouds in some areas off the west coasts of South America and Cen-
tral Africa, as well as approximately a 10 % decrease in cloud droplet effective radius
in the same areas. Smaller droplet sizes enhance the cloud albedo, and lead to a more5

negative SWCF. This effect is also exacerbated by the persistent, high cloud fraction
maintained by marine stratocumulus decks, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere
summer (Hanson, 1991), which coincides with the season of greatest fire emissions
in South America and Central and Southern Africa. A similar effect could explain the
large negative cloud forcing in Northern Hemisphere high latitude regions caused by10

the GFEDv2 fire emissions (Fig. 7c). The CLM3 simulations do not capture the fire
emissions at these latitudes.

Chuang et al. (2002) estimate an indirect aerosol forcing of −1.16Wm−2 for car-
bonaceous aerosols from fires, although this estimate only includes the cloud albedo
effect. The results from our simulations (Table 4) which include additional indirect ef-15

fects such as effects on cloud height and lifetime, show comparable forcings, ranging
between −1.74 to −1.00Wm−2 (our method of computation is given in Appendix B5).
Thus, our results also suggest that fires are particularly important for indirect cloud ef-
fects, even when compared to the global anthropogenic aerosol indirect effects. Fires
do not account for as many particle emissions as anthropogenic activity in the present20

day (Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Mahowald et al., 2011b), but this study suggests
the contribution is still high due to the tropical location of the majority of emissions.
Previous cloud parcel modeling work on Amazonian clouds has shown their albedo to
be highly sensitive to intrusions of biomass burning aerosols (Roberts et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the forcing from fire aerosols is not greatest directly over the areas where25

most fires burn, but is often imposed downwind and may depend largely on the affected
cloud regime (Longo et al., 2009).

The aerosol indirect effect from anthropogenic activity (including fossil fuel burning,
land use change and fires), defined as the difference in TCF between AERO 1850 KF
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and AERO 2000 KF (−1.76Wm−2), is more negative compared to the estimates com-
piled by Forster et al. (2007). The disparity could result from our inclusion of additional
indirect effects besides the cloud albedo effect, but more recent estimates of aerosol
effects show that CAM5 tends to fall on the more negative side of the model spec-
trum (Quaas et al., 2009; Wang, M. et al., 2011). Therefore, we should note that our5

estimates for the indirect effects from fire aerosols might be more negative compared
to future studies of a similar kind using other models. The indirect effect of aerosols
is considered one of the most uncertain climate forcings in large part because of the
difficult nature of simulating cloud processes which occur on a subgrid scale (Solomon
et al., 2007). For example, the impacts of aerosols on tropical clouds are highly depen-10

dent on the extent of the convective development of the clouds (van den Heever et al.,
2011), which is a subgrid-scale, parameterized process in our simulations and does
not include explicit aerosol/cloud interaction that is only active for stratiform clouds.

Finally, in our simulations fires had a moderating influence on the indirect ef-
fects of anthropogenic aerosols between 1850 and 2000. That is, the magnitude of15

the indirect effect due to the change in aerosols from the year 1850 to the year
2000 is greater (more negative) when fire emissions are not included (difference be-
tween TCF AERO 2000 KF minus TCF AERO 1850 KF and TCF AERO 2000 NF mi-
nus TCF AERO 1850 NF) (Fig. 8). This could be the result of fire emissions “masking”
part of the impact of anthropogenic emissions by adding to the background aerosol20

and diminishing the impact of further increases in aerosols on cloud droplet effective
radius. This can also be seen in the general decrease in TCF from fire aerosols in 1850
and in 2000 (Fig. 7a, b). The preindustrial fire aerosol emissions, which are very similar
in amount and distribution to the present-day (as predicted by CLM3), have a higher
magnitude impact in general on the indirect effects. Since the present-day fires emit25

aerosols into what is, to varying degrees, a more polluted background, their impact
might be dampened. In a similar sense, the fire emissions from 1850 and 2000 could
dampen the impact of increased anthropogenic aerosol emissions on cloud processes
and the overall indirect aerosol effect.
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3.7 Deposition of aerosols onto snow and ice surfaces

The lifetime of aerosols in the atmosphere is on the order of days, after which they are
removed either by dry deposition or by wet deposition in precipitation. When aerosols
are deposited onto snow surfaces they can change its properties, with potential im-
pacts on the albedo and even the melting rate of the snow (Flanner et al., 2007). The5

role of black carbon is particularly important because of its light-absorbing properties.
Wang, Q. et al. (2011) found that more than half of the black carbon deposited onto Arc-
tic sea-ice surfaces was from biomass burning, particularly in Russia. A similar result
was reported by Stohl (2007) from modeling of BC transport.

The Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiative (SNICAR) model (Flanner and Zender, 2005,10

2006) was run online in CAM5 to simulate changes in the RF of the snow surface due
to fire aerosol deposition. Note that this analysis considers deposition of aerosols onto
snow and ice surfaces over land but not over sea. The RF from deposition onto sea-ice
is thought to be less important than deposition on snow/ice over land (Flanner et al.,
2007), but if included, this may have increased the magnitude of our RF estimates.15

Differences in the annual average snow cover on land from simulation to simulation
were minor (Fig. 9).

Bowman et al. (2009) estimated that the RF from fire-emitted black carbon deposit-
ing onto snow is negligible. Our simulations show a non-zero but very small RF (less
than 0.01 Wm−2) for preindustrial and present day fire emissions. The small impact is20

locally strongest in all time periods over the Himalayan Plateau (Fig. 9), the largest
area of perennial ice cover near to tropical fires. This region has also been identified as
important for radiative feedbacks from deposition of anthropogenic aerosols (Menon
et al., 2010). Negative contributions to snow/ice albedo change RF (particularly visi-
ble in Mongolia and Northern China) came from decreased dust deposition through a25

dynamical feedback that we did not explore in detail.
While the RF is small, the efficacy of the black carbon deposition on snow forcing

is large, estimated by Flanner et al. (2007) to be about three times greater than the
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efficacy of long-lived greenhouse gases. This means that the climate response to this
RF is greater than the response to an equal RF from the greenhouse gases. Flanner
et al. (2007) explain that this results from surface albedo changes caused by acceler-
ated melting of snow that contains absorbing aerosols, a process that is not captured
by our methods.5

Using observation-based emission estimates (AERO 2000 GF) results in the highest
globally averaged RF from aerosol deposition on snow due in part to greater contribu-
tions from high latitude Asian fires. This is consistent with the higher carbon emissions
in Northern Asia in GFEDv2, discussed previously (Sect. 2.1.1).

3.8 Local albedo changes10

Fires have a direct impact on the albedo of the land surface by removing or altering
vegetation cover, charring the surface, and in the case of forests, by exposing underly-
ing surfaces with different albedos (grasses, snow, etc.). While extreme local changes
in albedo have been observed, the impact is limited in scale to the area burned and
may not be as important on a global average (Randerson et al., 2006). Here we use15

our model results and post-fire land surface albedo change curves compiled from the
literature to estimate the RF of the albedo changes and the change in the RF through
time (see Appendix B6 for details).

The temporal evolution of the estimated RF shows the strong seasonality of the
forcing (Fig. 10). To estimate the total impact of yearly fires, which can persist for20

years, we sum the yearly global RF from land surface albedo change and assume the
fire return time exceeds the albedo recovery time. The total RFs from surface albedo
changes from fires were −0.19Wm−2, −0.18Wm−2, and −0.24Wm−2 for 1850, 2000,
and 2100, respectively, with the year 2100 figure being the average between the two
future simulations. When the GFEDv2 emissions are used, the smaller proportion of25

mid-latitude forest fires in this inventory (Fig. 3c) leads to a reduced impact of surface
albedo changes and a RF of −0.10Wm−2. The impact of increased snow exposure in
burned areas during the Northern Hemisphere winter is evident in the monthly time-
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series detail in Fig. 10 and also in the biome-specific RFs shown in Fig. 11. In the
months of March and April the RF decreases as Northern Hemisphere solar insolation
increases and some exposed ground is still snow-covered.

The net radiative forcing of fires, integrated over different time periods, highlights
the strong warming immediately after fires from surface albedo (Fig. 11). The global5

average forcing then becomes negative after six months as extratropical forest fires, the
majority of which occur in the local summer season, have left behind open canopies
that expose high albedo snow surfaces to the sun. The albedo in areas of burned
tropical forests have also increased after six months.

Bowman et al. (2009) estimate the difference in RF from fire-caused surface albedo10

changes between 1750 and 2000 to be −0.10Wm−2, computed as half of the total
land-use related surface albedo change reported by Forster et al. (2007). Our value
for RF change from 1850 to 2000 is small and has a positive sign (+0.01Wm−2). The
positive change from our analysis for this period is a result of the conversion of forests
to crops that took place over the 19th and 20th centuries. CLM3 fires in the year 200015

burned proportionally fewer forests and more crops than in 1850 (Fig. 3c). Since crops
are grouped in with grasses for our albedo analysis, there is a stronger initial warming
from grasses for 2000. In 2100, an increase in total forested area burned leads to more
long-term cooling (Fig. 11) and overall greater cooling than in 1850 or 2000.

3.9 Aerosol indirect effects on biogeochemistry20

Fire aerosols not only impact climate directly, but can cause an indirect effect on climate
through biogeochemical cycles, especially the carbon cycle (Mahowald, 2011). There
are two ways that fire aerosols can impact biogeochemistry, first through adding nutri-
ents (or pollutants) and secondly through modifying climate. Fire gases and aerosols
contain N and phosphorus (P), which can fertilize downwind nutrient limited forests25

(e.g., Vitousek, 1984; Mahowald et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2010). It has been specu-
lated that the increased P in ash in the Amazon due to increased biomass burning
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has contributed to the larger uptake of carbon observed during the 1980s and 1990s,
resulting in a radiative forcing of between 0 and −0.12Wm−2 (Mahowald, 2011).

N deposition from anthropogenic sources is thought to be increasing the draw-
down of CO2 from terrestrial ecosystems causing a forcing of between −0.24 and
−0.74Wm−2 (Mahowald et al., 2011b): only half of that is in the aerosol form, but5

for this problem both gas and aerosol impacts on biogeochemistry are important. The
ratios of N emissions from fire (computed from the CLM3 simulations) to present day
anthropogenic emissions (Lamarque et al., 2010) are 11 %, 9 % and 15 % in 1850,
2000 and 2100 (averaged between the two ensemble future simulations). If this impact
were linear on the N deposition, this would imply between −0.02 and −0.08Wm−2 from10

the fertilization of land due to fires in the preindustrial, with very similar values (within
the uncertainties) for current and future values.

Fire aerosols are also thought to contain soluble iron (Fe) (Guieu et al., 2005), an
important micronutrient for ocean biogeochemistry (Martin et al., 1991). Estimates of
the increased uptake of CO2 in the oceans, from both increases in the solubilization15

of Fe (due to fossil fuel sulfur dioxide emissions, industrial combustion soluble Fe and
biomass burning soluble Fe), suggest a reduction in the CO2 of 2 ppm (Krishnamurthy
et al., 2009). If we assume up to half of this is from fires (which is likely to be an
overestimate), this results in a radiative forcing of 0.02 Wm−2, a small number. While
atmospheric deposition of Fe, N and P are likely to impact the budgets and cycles20

within the oceans, the impacts in terms of CO2 of increased N and P deposition onto
the ocean are thought to be smaller (Krishnamurthy et al., 2010).

Finally the climate impacts of fires can themselves, through potential climate re-
sponse, impact the carbon cycle and feedback onto climate (e.g., Jones et al., 2001;
Mahowald, 2011; Mahowald et al., 2011a, b). The impact of climate onto biogeochem-25

istry, even the carbon cycle, is not well understood (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Friedling-
stein and Prentice, 2010; Mahowald et al., 2011a), however estimates from coupled-
carbon-climate models suggest a roughly linear response with climate forcing of be-
tween 0 and 40 ppm of CO2 for a 1.4 Wm−2 RF (Mahowald et al., 2011a). This global
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forcing of fires is referred to as the climate-BGC feedback in the following discussion.
The climate-BGC feedback RF is estimated by applying the linear response relation-
ship between CO2 and climate forcing to the sum of all RFs of fires as estimated by
this study (not including the climate-BGC feedback being computed here). This forc-
ing is separate from other fire forcings involving the C cycle such as the BGC effects5

of aerosols and the direct impact of fires on atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Using
this method, we estimate values of the fire climate-BGC feedback RF of −0.26Wm−2,
−0.09Wm−2 and −0.10Wm−2 for the preindustrial, present day and 2100 time periods,
respectively.

4 Conclusions10

Comprehensive assessment of the role of fires in climate is challenging because of
the complex nature of the numerous fire/earth system interactions (Fig. 1). While pre-
vious studies have included rough estimates of the effect of fire on climate, or only a
subsample of processes (e.g., Naik et al., 2007; Bowman et al., 2009; Pechony and
Shindell, 2010; Stone et al., 2011), here we make detailed calculations of the impact of15

fire on the earth’s simulated radiative budget. In this study we applied several different
analysis techniques to the results of CAM and CLM simulations to estimate the RF
of fire through impacts on CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, aerosol direct and indirect effects (on
clouds and biogeochemistry), snow/ice and land surface albedo, and the climate-BGC
feedback. We used emissions inventories from time periods centered on 1850, 200020

and 2100 to examine how the RF of fires has changed since preindustrial times, and
how it may change in the future (Fig. 12, 13; Table 5).

We compared the RFs calculated using the prognostic fire in the earth system model
(Kloster et al., 2010) to the GFEDv2 inventory, which suggest that there are still gaps
in model estimates of the distribution of fires and a need for improvement. Continued25

progress in the development of fire emission inventories based on satellite observa-
tions, such as the GFED (van der Werf et al., 2010), is essential for model validation.
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Within the model, prognostic burn severity may be the next major step toward better
matching the predicted fields to the inventories. Future modeling work on fire impacts
would also benefit from dynamic vegetation that captures the succession of different
PFTs following fire and the evolution of different fire regimes since we have shown
that changes in landscape and vegetation caused by fires significantly contribute to the5

overall fire RF as do fire emissions of aerosols and greenhouse gases.
Figure 12 shows the RF due to fires for all impacts assessed in this study for prein-

dustrial conditions. The change in all RFs between 1850 to 2000 and 1850 to 2100 are
illustrated in Fig. 13 with the range in RF between the two future atmospheric forcing
datasets shown. Immediately obvious in Fig. 12 is the dominant, and partially canceling10

nature, of the CO2 and aerosol indirect effect RFs in the preindustrial emissions envi-
ronment. We made several assumptions to estimate the CO2 RF (see Sect. 2) and the
other dominant RF, the indirect aerosol effect on clouds, is highly uncertain in model
predictions. The IPCC AR4 use a range of confidence of 1.5 Wm−2 to bound their esti-
mates for the first anthropogenic aerosol indirect effect (Forster et al., 2007). Neverthe-15

less, our results for preindustrial times identify the major radiative forcing contributions
of fires (totaling −1.19Wm−2), demonstrating their role in a more naturally-forced global
environment.

The decreases in fire-induced RF by CO2 and O3 from 1850 to 2000 are notable
in that they may have been unexpected (Fig. 13). In our simulations, by maintaining20

reduced carbon stocks in the earth’s forests, fires limited the amount of CO2 that was
released by the conversion of forests to agricultural land that took place during the
19th and 20th centuries. In the case of O3, higher background concentrations of NOx
in the present day model environment lead to a decreased O3 production efficiency
and decreased RF. The relative decrease in O3 may have contributed to the extended25

lifetime of CH4 in the present day, changing the sign of the CH4 RF from negative in
preindustrial to positive and compensating for the decreased RF of O3.

The largest change in fire RF from 1850 to 2000 was caused by the aerosol indirect
effect, which increased by 0.6 Wm−2 using the CLM fire emissions. While emissions
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from fires during the two time periods were similar in magnitude (Fig. 2) and in geo-
graphical distribution (Fig. 3), the impacts of present-day fire aerosols onto clouds are
somewhat reduced by higher background aerosol number concentrations. The effect
of the polluted present day atmosphere is to mask the additional forcing from natural
aerosols, such as from fires. Largely due to the influence of the aerosol indirect effect,5

the overall RF of fires estimated by the model simulations increased by about 0.7 Wm−2

from 1850 to 2000. This suggests, in other words, that anthropogenic activities have
caused the cooling potential of global modeled fires to decrease by 56 % since 1850
even with very little trend in modeled fire emissions during this time.

From years 2000 to 2100, the projected fire emissions depend on the projected cli-10

mate change applied as atmospheric forcing (e.g., Kloster et al., 2012). Both ensemble
CLM3 simulations project an increase in fire emissions into the future; however, the
increase is modest for the CCSM atmospheric forcing and sizeable for the ECHAM
forcing (see Fig. 2, Kloster et al., 2012). These projections give some sense of the
range in predicted fire activity in the future. We use the differences between the re-15

sults of the two projections as bounds on our RF estimates for the future (Fig. 13). The
high fire emissions projection (ECHAM forcing) leads to a CO2 RF that is compara-
ble to the preindustrial value as greater amounts of carbon are lost to the atmosphere
by burning but the impact is buffered by the CO2 saturation effect. The positive direct
effect of aerosols is also enhanced by the greater fire emissions by 0.13 Wm−2 over20

the CCSM driven atmospheric forcing results. However, by substantially increasing fire
aerosol emissions toward the year 2100, the ECHAM-forced scenario was ∼0.3Wm−2

below the CCSM-forced scenario in the estimate of the RF from aerosol indirect ef-
fects. Altogether, the two very different future fire emissions scenarios lead to similar
total fire RFs. The magnitude of the model-predicted year 2100 fire RF has decreased25

somewhat from the present-day, being about 0.4 Wm−2 greater than the 1850 value
(Fig. 13).

Past modeling studies have found that different forcing agents may have different cli-
mate sensitivities, known as efficacies when defined in relation to the climate sensitivity
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of CO2 forcing (Hansen et al., 2005; Solomon et al., 2007). The values from Hansen
et al. (2005) are given in Table 5. In addition, it is worth mentioning that because fires
are spatially variable, the climate response to associated forcings is likely to vary con-
siderably between regions. This is especially likely for forcings from short-lived gases
and aerosols, as well as surface albedo changes and biogeochemical effects.5

The uncertainties in net radiative forcing of fires are large and difficult to quantify,
including major uncertainty in the total fire emissions, spatial variability of emissions,
the model representation of clouds, the trajectory of land-use and future atmospheric
constituents and forcing onto the land surface, and the role of nitrogen in the land
model. Important processes, such as dynamic vegetation and ocean biogeochemistry,10

were not included in these simulations. Still, major lessons can be learned from these
results. We found that the background environment into which fires emit aerosols and
trace gases can be just as important, if not more, than the magnitude of the emissions.
Also, the effects of fires onto ecosystems by moderating C storage were a major forcing
on the atmosphere. Therefore, we conclude that anthropogenic impacts on fire activity,15

igniting and suppressing fires, are not the only paths by which humans can affect the
climate forcing from fires. Instead, fires as a process are highly integrated within the
Earth system and respond to changes whether from natural or anthropogenic sources.
Comprehensive model representations of the Earth system, therefore, must include
the effects of fires on the climate and preferably, the effects of climate on fires and fire20

impacts as well.

Appendix A

Scaling of aerosol emissions in CAM5

Recent studies suggest that GFEDv2 bottom-up estimates of carbon emissions from
biomass burning in tropical regions, especially South America, may be biased low when25

compared to satellite, surface, and airborne observations of aerosol optical depth at a
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wavelength of 550 nm (AOD550) (e.g., Bian et al., 2007; Chin et al., 2009). To com-
pensate for this apparent bias, the modeled AOD550 based on the GFED emissions is
scaled to match a dataset or combination of datasets of observed AOD550 (e.g., Nevi-
son et al., 2008; Matichuk et al., 2008). For example, Matichuk et al. (2008) compare
the AOD550 retrieved by satellites and observed by AERONET to model predictions of5

the same quantity using GFED emissions. By examining selected sites in the Amazon
region and for days with large aerosol contributions from biomass burning they found
that it was necessary to scale the emissions source function by a factor of six to match
the observed AOD550. Such a large discrepancy could result in part from an inaccurate
wet deposition parameterization, but Matichuk et al. (2008) also note the large uncer-10

tainties in the GFED burned area product, particularly in deforestation fire regions, and
the uncertainties in the emission factors for various chemical species as defined by
Andreae and Merlet (2001).

Scaling of biomass burning emissions in our study follows the method of John-
ston et al. (2012) with only slight modifications. This method is different from previ-15

ous schemes as it identifies high-fire locations, and low-fire and high-fire seasons,
and scales the AOD for each separately. In this way the influence of the background
aerosols on the overall scaling, noted as a source of uncertainty for this process by
Matichuk et al. (2008), is reduced. We performed two additional 5-yr simulations with
CAM5 and MAM3 to optimize aerosol emissions. These simulations were identical to20

AERO 2000 GF and AERO 2000 NF but used the un-scaled GFEDv2 emissions aver-
aged over the period 1997–2002. We define an AODCAM as the 5-yr average monthly
mean AOD550 from the simulation with GFED fire emissions and AODNOFIRE as the 5-
yr average monthly mean AOD550 from the simulation with no fire emissions. AODFIRE,
defined as the difference between AODCAM and AODNOFIRE, is considered to be the25

model estimate of AOD550 resulting from fire emissions.
The model data were scaled using observations from the Moderate Resolution Imag-

ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR)
instruments as well as ground based observations from the Aerosol Robotic Network
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(AERONET). Monthly mean values of AOD550 were derived from satellite retrievals
from the years 2000 to 2009, and also from the full record of each AERONET station
with data for at least one yearly cycle. Since we are comparing monthly climatologies,
and these may be averaged over different time periods, we expect to introduce some
error related to the interannual variability of fires. However, the variability in fire emis-5

sions from year to year is low in Africa and South America (van der Werf et al., 2006)
where the largest amounts of fire emissions occur.

The results of a regression analysis of the model and satellite AOD data onto the
AERONET observations for all station locations are given in Table A1. Both model and
satellites underestimate AOD when compared to AERONET as shown by the slope of10

the regression line, although the satellite retrievals show less spread about the line.
Where AOD is reported less than 0.2 by MODIS the observation is removed follow-
ing the recommendation of Hyer et al. (2011) who note that the low-AOD observa-
tions approach the signal to noise threshold. For satellite retrievals a separate slope is
computed where the regression line is given a y-intercept of zero. Hyer et al. (2011)15

also found non-zero intercepts when regressing AERONET AOD data onto the MODIS
dataset and writes that these are often caused by retrieval errors. The same adjust-
ments are made to the MISR data.

Kahn et al. (2005) compare MISR retrieved AOD to AERONET observations and
find much better agreement. However, they made comparisons for individual satellite20

passes, whereas we are inclined to use monthly climatologies. We expect the differ-
ences between our analysis and that of Kahn et al. (2005) are due to this averaging.
Nevertheless, because the model AOD is more similar to the satellite AOD than either
of them are to the AERONET data, we perform an adjustment to the satellite AOD data
prior to the scaling of the model AOD. The satellite estimates of AOD550 are prepared25

by simply applying the slope adjustment factors given in Table A1. These are computed
to adjust the slope of the regression line between the MODIS and MISR AOD and the
AERONET AOD to one.
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The regions for scaling were defined as the 1/3 of the area within each of the 14
GFED-defined regions (van der Werf et al., 2006) with the highest value of AODFIRE.
All of the following computations are done on these 14 sub-regions. Fire emissions
are largely seasonal (van der Werf et al., 2006) making it possible to designate a fire
season, defined as the four months out of an annual cycle with the highest monthly5

mean value of AODFIRE : AODNOFIRE, and a no-fire season, defined as the four months
with the lowest mean ratio, for each sub-region. The AODCAM averaged over each
region for the no-fire season months, as well as the AOD550 estimates from MODIS and
MISR for the same months and same regions, are used to compute a scaling factor for
the background aerosol, β, using this expression adapted from Johnston et al. (2012):10

AODsatellite = β ·AODNOFIRE +AODFIRE (A1)

The scaling factor β was chosen to satisfy this relationship for all 14 sub-regions. Note
that β is used only for computation of α and is not applied to the model emissions. Us-
ing β, the fire emissions scaling factor, α, is chosen to satisfy the following expression
for the fire months (adapted from Johnston et al., 2012):15

AODsatellite = β ·AODNOFIRE +α ·AODFIRE (A2)

We applied the results of this analysis to regions that emit greater than 100 Tg C an-
nually from biomass burning (scaling factors given in Table 2). These were South-
ern Hemisphere South America (SHSA), Northern and Southern Hemisphere Africa
(NHAF, and SHAF, respectively), boreal Asia (BOAS), southeast Asia (SEAS), equato-20

rial Asia (EQAS), and Australia (AUST). The average of α computed for MODIS and
MISR is used to approximate a scaling factor for fire emissions in the high-fire emission
regions. Matichuk et al. (2007) found that varying the initial mass of biomass burning
emissions led to linear variations in the resulting AOD550. Therefore the scaling factor
is directly applied to the model emissions. The impact of applying the scaling factors25

to the model emissions was assessed with an additional G FIRE 2000 5-yr simulation
using the scaled GFEDv2 emissions. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. A1
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in comparisons of the model and AERONET AOD550. The regions SHAF, SHSA, and
EQAS have the highest fraction of model AOD from fires and see the largest increase
in model AOD (note that the results for EQAS are not plotted due to the very small
number of AERONET stations in this region). The change is less visible in the other
regions where either the scaling factor was set to one, or where fires do not contribute5

significantly to the model AOD. In all cases the model AOD is still low compared to the
AERONET monthly values. Overall, the scaling more than doubled fire aerosol emis-
sions globally (increase of 106 %) using the scaling of the GFEDv2 emissions as an
example. The increase in fire aerosol emissions resulted in a 7 % increase in global,
annual averaged AOD from all aerosols (magnitude increase of 0.01) again using the10

GFEDv2 emissions.
Reaching agreement between the models and observations of AOD in biomass burn-

ing regions is a work in progress. Koch et al. (2009) suggest improving model treatment
of the aerosol mixing state and optical properties of light-absorbing aerosols in addi-
tion to updating emissions inventories with information about aerosol size and light-15

absorbing ability. The method of scaling that we described here does not further these
aims but simply applies a patch to the emissions used in our model runs to push their
representations of atmospheric aerosols closer to observations.

Appendix B

Radiative forcing calculations20

B1 Carbon dioxide

Here we examine the redistribution of C between land, atmosphere and ocean pools
that occurs because of fire activity. The redistribution is quantified as the difference
in total C stored in soil, vegetation and plant litter between the fire and no-fire land
surface, simulated with CLM3. It is worth reiterating that atmospheric CO2 forcing was25
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identical for the fire and no-fire integrations of CLM3, disregarding feedbacks between
CO2 changes due to the removal of fires, and growth of vegetation.

To estimate the amount of CO2 that is in the atmosphere as a result of fire activity for
the three time periods in question, we assume that the difference in total land storage
of C between the fire and no-fire CLM3 simulations was emitted to the atmosphere.5

Deforestation fires do not contribute to this difference in CLM3 since we apply the
same land-use change regardless of whether fire was used as a tool for clearing or
not. CO2 sequestered by the regrowth of vegetation in fire-affected areas is accounted
for in the C storage difference. This is illustrated in Fig. B1 where the CO2 sequestered
when fires are removed is marked as [CO2]s and represents figuratively the amount of10

CO2 that remains in the atmosphere because of fires.
The removal rate of CO2 from the atmosphere is buffered by physical processes that

are themselves dependent on the carbon concentrations in the atmosphere and ocean
(Archer et al., 2009). Therefore, to estimate the “no-fire” atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tion for the preindustrial time period, we compute a new steady-state land-atmosphere-15

ocean C partitioning accounting for the change in land C storage predicted by CLM3.
This steady-state can be imagined to have taken place over a long enough timescale
for the three main C pools to reach equilibrium and can be considered a natural state,
or the state of the C-cycle prior to anthropogenic C emissions. Goodwin et al. (2007)
introduce an analytical expression for the change in atmospheric CO2 at equilibrium20

with the ocean and land, given a perturbation to an initial C pool partitioning:

PCO2
= Pie

∆ΣC
IB (B1)

where PCO2
and Pi are the new steady-state and initial atmospheric CO2 concentra-

tions, respectively, ∆ΣC is the total change in C stored on land, and IB is a steady-
state, preindustrial total C inventory for which we use IB = 3100GtC as suggested by25

Goodwin et al. (2007). The new concentration can be considered the [CO2]s (from
Fig. B1), or the amount of C in the steady-state, preindustrial atmosphere due to global
fire activity.
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To estimate the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere because of fire emissions
that took place against a background of changing anthropogenic C emissions (i.e. 1850
through 2100), we use a pulse response approach for atmosphere-ocean C equilib-
rium, similar to Randerson et al. (2006). If we conceive that the land surface C storage
prevented by yearly, global fires is emitted annually as a pulse of CO2 we can estimate5

the airborne fraction of the pulse after the given time period using a pulse response
function. Enting et al. (1994) generated CO2 pulse response functions from several
models including the ocean-carbon model introduced by Siegenthaler and Joos (1992).
They defined coefficients for the response function given preindustrial CO2 parameters
(IINIT), for emissions sustaining 1990 CO2 concentrations (IP90), and for an emissions10

scenario leading to a CO2 concentration of 650 ppmv by the year 2100 (IPERT). To
estimate the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere from fires for the present and
future time periods, we calculate a yearly pulse from the model output where CO2
pulse amounts are considered to be equivalent to the yearly change in the difference in
global total C between the fire and no-fire land surfaces. Then we apply the response15

function to compute the airborne fraction of the yearly pulse at the assessment year
(either 2000 or 2100), multiply each pulse by the corresponding airborne fraction, and
sum these results over the given time period.

In this sense, we are assessing the change in atmospheric CO2 relative to the prein-
dustrial state from fires that occurred before 2000, for present day, and before 210020

for the future. The IP90 response function is applied to these pulses yearly from 1850
to 1990 and IPERT is used from 1990 to 2100. IP90 was designed assuming present
day background CO2 concentrations initially, meaning it is not directly applicable to
the problem of increasing CO2 concentrations from 1850 to 1990. Therefore for com-
parison, we repeated the analysis using the constant airborne fraction estimated by25

Knorr (2009) over this period (f = 0.43), which resulted in a 30 % decrease in the com-
puted RF. The disadvantage of this approach is that the airborne fraction for more
recent years is weighted the same as for years in the distant past.
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After calculating the new atmospheric CO2 concentration, the Ramaswamy
et al. (2001) simple expression for estimating the RF of CO2 was used for the final
step in the calculation.

∆F = 5.35 · ln
(
C
C0

)
(B2)

This function, in which C is the perturbed atmospheric CO2 concentration and C0 is the5

CO2 concentration in the unperturbed state, both in ppm, captures the impact of the
CO2 saturation effect by which higher ambient concentrations of CO2 act to diminish
the RF of additional CO2 inputs.

B2 Methane

The global mean lifetime of CH4 in the present-day troposphere with respect to reaction10

with OH is estimated to be between about 8 to 10 yr (Fuglestvedt et al., 1999; Dentener
et al., 2005). Due to this long lifetime in the troposphere, CH4 impacts on RF cannot
be explicitly calculated from a single year model simulation. Instead, a change in [OH]
(assumed to be the dominant sink for CH4) is used to compute a new CH4 lifetime from
which a “steady-state” [CH4] and associated RF can be estimated (Fuglestvedt et al.,15

1999). Here we apply the Osborne and Wigley (1994) CH4 mass-balance method with
slight modifications that account for the perturbation lifetime (Wild and Prather, 2000),
and for the RF of the direct CH4 emissions from fires. Osborne and Wigley (1994)
define the methane mass balance as,

d [CH4]o/dt = Eo/β− [CH4]o/τo (B3)20

where [CH4]o is the observed or predicted global mean surface concentration, t is
time, Eo is the total emission of methane from all sources, β = 2.75 is a proportionality
constant, and τo is the methane lifetime considering all sources. The lifetime, τ, is
computed from the model global mean [CH4] and [OH] below 200 hPa for all CHEM
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simulations, and using the temperature dependent reaction rate constant from Seinfeld
and Pandis (2006). If we assume a steady-state for [CH4] (i.e. d [CH4]o/dt = 0), the
following expression results.

Eo =
[CH4]oβ

τo
(B4)

Next, to estimate the change in [CH4] due to removing fires, ∆[CH4], for the model-5

calculated change in τ due to removing fires, ∆τ, at a new steady-state, we use Eo
from Eq. (B4) in the following expression adapted from Naik et al. (2005):

∆ [CH4] = F ·Eo ·∆τ (B5)

The parameter F accounts for the positive feedback between [CH4] and [OH] that oc-
curs on the primary mode timescale (Wild and Prather, 2000; Fiore et al., 2009). It can10

be defined as the ratio of the adjustment time for [CH4] after a perturbation to the mean
[CH4] lifetime. Here we use F = 1.4 as recommended by Prather et al. (2001).

Finally, the impact of direct emissions of CH4 from fires on steady-state [CH4] is
computed separately using the change in CH4 emission caused by removing fires,
∆E , and a form of the mass balance Eq. (B3) from Osborne and Wigley (1994) (their15

Eq. 11), where F is used to represent the ratio of the perturbation lifetime to the initial
lifetime:

∆ [CH4] = F · ∆E
Eo

· [CH4]o (B6)

The changes in [CH4] due to the removal of fires, both from modifying the oxidant
distribution of the atmosphere and from reducing direct CH4 emissions, are then added20

together to give the steady-state no-fire CH4 concentration, [CH4]nf. The global mean
RF due to CH4 from fires for each time period is then considered to be the difference
in total RF between [CH4]o and [CH4]nf. The RF computation follows the method given
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by Ramaswamy et al. (2001):

∆F = 0.036
(√

M −
√
Mo

)
−
[
f (M,No)− f (Mo,No)

]
(B7)

f (M,N) = 0.47ln
[
1+2.01 ·10−5 (MN)0.75 +5.31 ·10−15M (MN)1.52

]
(B8)

where M and N are average tropospheric concentrations of CH4 and N2O (in ppb),5

respectively, and Mo and No are the concentrations of those species in the unperturbed
state.

B3 Tropospheric ozone

To assess the global mean RF due to tropospheric O3 from fires for each simulation,
the CAM4 radiation package was run offline using the Parallel Offline Radiative Transfer10

(PORT) tool for CAM. PORT applies the CAM radiative transfer scheme to a time-slice
of the atmospheric state predicted by CAM allowing for sensitivity analyses that cannot
be run online.

Radiative transfer calculations are carried out with PORT for the instantaneous
model atmospheric state at 36.5-h intervals. In this way, the offline radiation diagnos-15

tics are computed for the entire diurnal cycle every 48 model days. The calculations are
run a second time with O3 removed below the instantaneous model-defined chemical
tropopause. Then the net radiative flux at the instantaneous model-defined tropopause
is averaged over the globe and the entire time-series (one year) to provide an estimate
for the RF of tropospheric O3. The contribution from fires is defined as the difference in20

tropospheric O3 RF between the CAM simulations with fire emissions and the simula-
tions without fire emissions.

The direct influence of fires on O3 concentration through the emission of short-lived
precursors (NMHCs and NOx) has been called the “short-lived” RF of O3 by Naik
et al. (2005). A second O3 RF arises from perturbations to the CH4 concentration that25

take place over longer timescales. As CH4 responds to changes in OH, the production
10576
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of peroxy radical concentrations is modified, which then feeds back onto the O3 con-
centration (Naik et al., 2005). This primary mode response in O3 can be approximated
by the following expression from Naik et al. (2005):

(∆O3)primary =
∆ [CH4]

[CH4]
· 0.64

0.1
DU (B9)

The column O3 response of 0.64 Dobson Units (DU) for a 10 % change in CH4 was5

approximated from model results (Prather et al., 2001). The RF of the primary mode
response is estimated with the recommended value of O3 forcing per DU from Forster
et al. (2007) of 0.032±0.006Wm−2 DU−1.

B4 Nitrous oxide

Emissions of N2O from fires are estimated in this study using the CLM3 FIRE CLOSS10

and the emission factor for N2O from Andreae and Merlet (2001). From this anal-
ysis, fires contribute between 2 % to 5 % of global N2O emissions for each time
period (Table 3). The present-day value for global fire emissions of N2O from
CLM3 (0.4 TgN(N2O)yr−1) is slightly below the range of previous estimates, 0.5 to
1 TgN(N2O)yr−1 (Cofer et al., 1991; Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Syakila and Kroeze,15

2011).
The main sink for N2O is destruction by photolysis in the stratosphere. In the tropo-

sphere, N2O is inert and nearly uniformly distributed. Montzka et al. (2003) estimated
an N2O lifetime in the atmosphere of 114 yr for the present day concentration. Its long
residence time partly accounts for the importance of N2O as a greenhouse gas despite20

its low concentrations relative to CO2. More recent work has suggested a century-
long timescale relationship between N2O and CH4, combining stratospheric and tro-
pospheric chemistry that has implications for our understanding of the N2O lifetime
(Prather and Hsu, 2010).

To determine the contribution of fires to N2O concentrations we use a simple atmo-25

spheric box model. The box model assumes that the change in N2O concentration with
10577
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time equals the difference between total N2O emissions and N2O loss. It is expressed
by Kroeze et al. (1999) as,

dC
dt

=
S
F

− C
τ

(B10)

where C is the N2O concentration (ppbv), S are N2O emissions (TgNyr−1), F is a
conversion factor (4.8 TgNppbv−1), t is time (yr), and τ is the N2O lifetime (yr). We ac-5

count for the feedback of the changing N2O concentration onto its own lifetime following
Meinshausen et al. (2011b).

τ = τo

(
C
Co

)−0.05

(B11)

where τo and Co are reference state values. In Eq. (B11) we use present-day numbers
for the reference state (instead of preindustrial values) of Co = 316ppbv (Meinshausen10

et al., 2011a) and τo = 114yr (Forster et al., 2007). Using emissions data from the
Meinshausen et al. (2011a) RCP4.5 time series, we ran the box model to a steady state
N2O concentration (dC/dt = 0) for 1850, 2000, and 2100 anthropogenic and natural
N2O emissions. We assume N2O uptake by the soil is accounted for in the emissions
term and doesn’t affect the atmospheric lifetime.15

After these simulations that include all emissions, the emissions from fires are re-
moved and the model is run to a new steady state. Due to the long lifetime of N2O in
the atmosphere, the simulation can take several hundred model years to reach equi-
librium after the emissions perturbation. The following expression from Ramaswamy
et al. (2001) is used to compute the RF of the perturbed N2O concentration:20

∆F = 0.12
(√

N −
√
No

)
−
[
f (Mo,N)− f (Mo,No)

]
(B12)
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B5 Aerosol direct and indirect effects

Particle emissions from fires contain mainly carbonaceous material with minor contri-
butions from dust and inorganic salts such as sulfate and nitrate. Globally, biomass
burning is thought to be the largest source of primary organic carbon and black carbon
aerosols (Mahowald et al., 2011b). Aerosols scatter solar radiation, a cooling effect,5

but some aerosol species, notably black carbon, absorb solar radiation and warm the
troposphere. Fires emit a combination of scattering and absorbing aerosols leading to
partially canceling radiative effects. The direct effect further depends on the albedo of
the underlying surface, which can include clouds. The cloud fraction and cloud heights
are particularly important over the ocean where they introduce a highly reflective sur-10

face over a strong absorbing surface. Sakaeda et al. (2011) note that the direct effect
of biomass burning aerosols off the western coast of Africa is controlled in large part
by the extent of the stratocumulus deck in this region.

To compute the direct effect of fire aerosols in this study we ran online radiation diag-
nostics during the AERO group of simulations for which radiative fluxes are calculated15

including all aerosols and again with the radiative impacts of aerosols removed. The
direct effect RF is defined here as the difference in the change in TOA shortwave flux
due to aerosol scattering and absorption (the two processes removed during the online
diagnostics) that arises from the different emissions (fire against no-fire). This forcing
is assessed for all-sky and clear-sky conditions.20

Aerosols also impact radiative transfer indirectly by their effects on clouds. Acting
as nuclei for cloud droplets and ice crystals, aerosols affect the sizes of the cloud
particles leading to changes in the cloud albedo, know as the first indirect aerosol effect.
Lohmann and Feichter (2005) list several other important indirect effects of aerosols
including impacts on cloud lifetime and feedbacks onto mixed-phase clouds. Moreover,25

absorbing aerosols add heat to the atmosphere and change the vertical temperature
profile, affecting the cloud cover and cloud liquid water path. This is known as the semi-
direct effect since it occurs as a result of the direct effect (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005).
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Sakaeda et al. (2011) found a semi-direct effect from fire aerosols emitted over Central
Africa that was of similar magnitude to the direct effect in the same region. In their
study, the semi-direct effect was strongly negative over ocean clouds, which increased
in coverage with the increased aerosols, and positive over land for which clouds did not
increase in coverage but decreased in liquid water content.5

We define the indirect effect of fire aerosols as the change in total cloud
forcing (TCF) between the fire and no-fire aerosol simulations, where TCF =
shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF)+ longwave cloud forcing (LWCF). The TCF is as-
sessed at the TOA after removing direct interaction between aerosols and radiation
using the online radiation diagnostics. The shortwave portion of this quantity is roughly10

equivalent to the residual aerosol forcing after the direct effect has been removed. In
other words, the indirect effects can be defined here as the total shortwave aerosol
forcing minus the direct effect, and finally, with longwave cloud forcing added in. This
definition is not equivalent to the indirect effect as defined by the IPCC because it in-
cludes indirect effects in addition to the cloud albedo effect, such as the cloud lifetime15

effect, and the semi-direct effect of absorbing aerosols. It is in this sense, however,
representative of the total impact of fire aerosols.

The aerosol effects can be expressed by three simple relationships for shortwave
forcing:

TOTAL AEROSOL EFFECT = ∆ (FSNTA) (B13)20

DIRECT AEROSOL EFFECT = ∆ (FSNTA −FSNTN) (B14)

INDIRECT AEROSOL EFFECTS(Shortwave) = ∆ (FSNTN) ≈∆(SWCFN) (B15)

Here FSNT stands for the net TOA shortwave flux, ∆ represents the difference in the
radiative flux expression between the simulation with fire aerosols and the simulation25

without fire aerosols, and the subscripts indicate the flux was diagnosed with direct
aerosol effects, A, and without direct aerosol effects, N.
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B6 Land albedo changes

Trajectories of post-fire land surface albedo based on the literature were used for our
analyses (Fig. B2). These are necessarily over-simplifications of complex pyrogenic,
ecological, and land use processes. They are designed only to represent broad-scale
patterns of albedo through time for the major fire-affected ecosystems on Earth, and5

provide bounds for landscape impacts on the global energy budget in the context of
other fire effects. We do not consider the impact of fires on the interdependence of
atmospheric aerosol RF and surface albedo RF changes (Betts et al., 2007).

The first panel (Fig. B2a) shows relatively quick recoveries representative of tropical
grasslands and savannas. Because rain removes black carbon and stimulates grass10

growth, these recovery rates depend on the seasonal timing of fire (Fisch et al., 1994;
Beringer et al., 2003). While savanna albedos recover relatively quickly (within a year
or two, depending on tree density and canopy scorch), long-term woody encroachment
can occur within a couple decades in the absence of fire and cause a slight decrease
in albedo (Brookman-Amissah et al., 1980; Higgins et al., 2007). This effect is shown15

in Fig. B2b but was not included in our RF estimate. Globally, there is a wide range of
pre-fire grassland and savanna albedos. Underlying soil color also varies substantially,
and can influence the magnitude and sign of post-fire albedo changes (Fisch et al.,
1994). For this analysis we assume that extratropical grasses and crops follow the
same albedo recovery period as tropical grasses, regardless of season. We also use a20

similar recovery curve for boreal shrubs but extend the recovery period to three years,
based on work by Veraverbeke et al. (2011).

Tropical forest fires cause increased albedos because of the emergence of sec-
ondary vegetation (Giambelluca et al., 1997). If not converted to agriculture or pas-
ture, the landscape albedo recovers within a decade, even though mature trees and25

climax species have not yet been established. The last panel (Fig. B2c) represents
albedo change from boreal forest fires in North America. After an initial decrease, sum-
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mer albedo is increased for many decades because of a mid-successional deciduous
phase. Winter and spring albedo is increased dramatically because of snow exposure.

The curves given in Fig. B2 are applied to our model estimates of area burned and
surface albedo using the following method. First, we compute the monthly mean sur-
face albedos as the ratio of outgoing to incoming surface shortwave radiation at each5

model grid point, predicted by CAM5 in the AERO group of simulations that did not in-
clude fire emissions. It should be noted that the monthly values are averaged over the
five years of these simulations. Next we find the fraction of shortwave radiation leaving
the surface that makes it back to the TOA (TOA frac). Using the computed albedos as
the initial values for each point, we apply the albedo curves to the CLM3 or GFEDv210

fractional area burned and fractional PFTs (in each case using the time period specific
databases) in each grid box. Tropical savanna was defined in PFT terms as 70 % warm
C4 grass and 30 % tropical evergreen broadleaf tree with the proportions based on
those used by Bonan et al. (2002). In gridcells dominated by C4 grasses any fraction
not considered savanna was accounted for as grassland. The winter albedo recovery15

curve was applied wherever monthly average snow depth water equivalent exceeded
1 cm.

The change in albedo will act to increase or decrease the outgoing shortwave ra-
diation from the surface. This is multiplied by the TOA frac, so that RF scales linearly
with the outgoing surface shortwave radiation. This analysis is carried out on monthly,20

rather than annual, means so that the seasonal differences in albedo changes are ac-
counted for. The impacts of the albedo changes on the radiation balance are computed
for 100 yr, after which all biomes have recovered and returned to their initial albedo.
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Table 1. A list of the simulations used in this study with details given about the model config-
uration and emissions used. The run length specifies the number of years simulated with year
2000 climate, or, where a range is specified, exact time periods.

Model Fire Background Run length
Class Configuration Simulation Emissions Emissions (yr)

CHEM CAM4.9 standalone CHEM 1850 NF - 1850 1
– MOZART tropospheric chemistry CHEM 1850 KF CLM 1850 1
– Data ocean model CHEM 2000 NF – 2000 1
– Year 2000 climate CHEM 2000 KF CLM 2000 1
– Prescribed aerosol, CHEM 2000 GF GFED 2000 1
ghg forcing CHEM 2100 NF – 2100-RCP45 1

CHEM 2100 CKF CLM-CCSM 2100-RCP45 1
CHEM 2100 EKF CLM-ECHAM 2100-RCP45 1

AERO CAM5 standalone AERO 1850 NF – 1850 5
– Modal Aerosol Model AERO 1850 KF CLM 1850 5
– Data ocean model AERO 2000 NF – 2000 5
– Year 2000 climate AERO 2000 KF CLM 2000 5
– Radiatively-active AERO 2000 GF GFED 2000 5
aerosols AERO 2100 NF – 2100-RCP45 5

AERO 2100 CKF CLM-CCSM 2100-RCP45 5
AERO 2100 EKF CLM-ECHAM 2100-RCP45 5

CO2 CLM3.5 with CN CO2 NF past – – 1798–2000
– ATM forcing: CCSM CO2 NF ftr CCSM – – 2000–2100
or ECHAM CO2 NF ftr ECHAM – – 2000–2100
– NF = No fire activity CO2 KF past – – 1798–2000
– KF = Kloster et al. (2010) CO2 KF ftr CCSM – – 2000–2100
fires active CO2 KF ftr ECHAM – – 2000–2100
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Table 2. Global annual average chemical quantities for all simulations in the CHEM group. RFs
are given in Wm−2 and the CH4 lifetime is given in yr. Percentage values show the proportional
change relative to the no-fire (NF) quantity for the given time period.

[O3] O3 RF [OH] CH4
Simulation sfc (ppb) sfc – chem. trop. (DU) Short- Primary sfc – 200 mb τ(CH4) RF

lived mode (106 molec. cm−3)

CHEM 1850 NF 10 12 – – 0.6 14 –
CHEM 1850 KF +18% +15% 0.07 −0.03 +18% 11.4 −0.05
CHEM 2000 NF 26 27 – – 1.0 8.8 –
CHEM 2000 KF +2% +2% 0.02 0.01 −4% 9.1 0.05
CHEM 2000 GF +1% 0 % 0 0.03 −11% 9.7 0.13
CHEM 2100 NF 23 25 – – 1.0 8.4 –
CHEM 2100 CKF +3% +2% 0.02 0.02 −6% 8.8 0.08
CHEM 2100 EKF +4% +3% 0.03 0.03 −10% 9 0.13
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Table 3. Values used for the N2O box model equilibrium runs and the results of these runs. The
atmospheric forcing used for future fire emissions is given in parentheses in the “case” column,
C for CCSM and E for ECHAM forcing.

Initial Emissions Total Equilibrium [N2O] from N2O from
[N2O] a from fire b Emissions c [N2O] d fire emis. fire emis. RF

Case ppbv TgNyr−1 TgNyr−1 ppbv ppbv Wm−2

1850 – All emis. 275 – 11.7 279 – –
1850 – No CLM3 fire emis. 275 0.45 11.2 269 10 0.03
2000 – All emis. 316 – 15.7 369 – –
2000 – No CLM3 fire emis. 316 0.40 15.3 360 9 0.03
2000 – No GFED fire emis. 316 0.58 15.1 356 13 0.04
2100 – All emis. 372 – 17.1 401 – –
2100 – No CLM3(C) fire emis. 372 0.50 16.6 390 11 0.03
2100 – No CLM3(E) fire emis. 372 0.72 16.4 385 16 0.04

a Initial [N2O] values are taken from the RCP4.5 emission time series of Meinshausen et al. (2011a).
b Fire emissions are global averages computed from the CLM3 simulations.
c Total emissions (minus fire emissions where applicable) are the sum of anthropogenic emissions of N2O from
Meinshausen et al. (2011a) and natural emissions computed using Eq. (A28) from Meinshausen et al. (2011a), with
allowances for the transport time of emitted N2O to the stratosphere and lifetime feedback, given by Meinshausen
et al. (2011b).
d Lifetime is recalculated every model year for the new N2O concentration when running to equilibrium.
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Table 4. Global annual average forcing terms for aerosols in all CAM5 simulations. All figures
are given in Wm−2, except for the global, annual total BC and OC emissions. The indirect
effects are equivalent to the change in LWCF added to the change in SWCF.

BC + OC TOA SW
Emission Aerosol Direct effect Cloud forcing Indirect

Simulation [Tgyr−1] forcing Clr-sky All-sky LW SW effects

AERO 1850 NF 5.7 −1.42 – – 24.0 −49.7 –
AERO 1850 KF 84 −1.32 −0.15 0.10 23.7 −51.0 −1.60
AERO 2000 NF 18 −1.51 – – 24.4 −52.5 –
AERO 2000 KF 90 −1.41 −0.15 0.10 24.1 −53.2 −1.00
AERO 2000 GF 150 −1.38 −0.27 0.13 24.0 −53.7 −1.64
AERO 2100 NF 5.8 −1.46 – – 24.1 −50.6 –
AERO 2100 CKF 98 −1.34 −0.24 0.12 23.8 −51.6 −1.42
AERO 2100 EKF 140 −1.21 −0.25 0.25 23.5 −51.7 −1.74
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Table 5. Radiative forcings for all fire impacts considered in this study. All values are given in
Wm−2. The direct effect for clear sky values are not included in the total.

1850 2000 2100
FORCING CLM3 CLM3 fire GFEDv2 CLM3-fire CLM3-fire EFFICACY a

CCSM ECHAM

Tropospheric Ozone 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.82
Methane −0.05 0.05 0.13 0.08 0.13 1.45
Nitrous Oxide 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 1.04
Carbon Dioxide 0.83 0.62 – 0.75 0.91 1

Direct Effect – All sky 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.25 0.58, 0.91 b

Direct Effect – Clr sky −0.15 −0.15 −0.27 −0.24 −0.25 –
Indirect Cloud Effects −1.60 −1.00 −1.64 −1.42 −1.74 –
Indirect BGC Effects −0.09±0.09 −0.08±0.08 −0.15±0.12 −0.10±0.09 −0.13±0.10 –

Land Albedo Changes −0.19 −0.18 −0.10 −0.21 −0.26 –
Snow Albedo Changes 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 1.7
Feedback onto C-cycle −0.26±0.26 −0.09±0.09 – −0.09±0.09 −0.10±0.10 –

TOTAL −1.19 −0.52 – −0.80 −0.84 –

a Efficacy values were taken from Hansen et al. (2005).
b Efficacy for direct effects of black carbon and organic carbon aerosols from fires, respectively.
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Table A1. Regression of the monthly mean model and satellite aerosol parameters onto the
AERONET observations for all months and all AERONET stations. Coefficients are the slope of
the linear regression, the y-intercept, the correlation coefficient, the root mean squared error,
the slope when forced through point (0,0), and the adjustment factor for the satellite AOD.
Italics represent the results of computations on the subset of observations for which the satellite
AOD > 0.2.

SLOPE INTERCEPT R2 RMSE ZI-SLOPE AOD-adj

CAM AOD 0.34 0.07 0.29 0.10
MODIS AOD 0.45 0.18 0.51 0.10 0.81 1.23
MISR AOD 0.23 0.20 0.43 0.06 0.58 1.72

CAM SSA 0.57 0.36 0.33 0.03
MISR SSA 0.23 0.76 0.06 0.03

CAM AAOD a 0.17 0.03 0.03 0.02
MISR AAOD 0.06 0.01 0.08 0.01

a AAOD equals the absorbing AOD, or the portion of the AOD that is not due to scattering.
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Table A2. Values of the scaling factors α and β for the seven GFED regions with annual fire
emissions of greater than 100 TgCyr−1. The values of α for MODIS and MISR data were aver-
aged and rounded to the nearest multiple of 0.5 to give the scaling factor used in the forward
model simulations.

MODIS MISR Scaling
Region β α β α Factor

SHSA 1.61 1.87 2.43 1.82 2.0
NHAF 0.89 0.48 0.79 1.09 1.0
SHAF 2.13 2.59 2.33 3.52 3.0
BOAS 1.11 3.88 4.39 2.13 3.0
SEAS 2.53 1.37 2.48 1.81 1.5
EQAS 3.63 2.51 3.67 3.32 3.0
AUST 1.15 1.40 1.43 3.47 2.5
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Fig. 1. A schematic illustrating the various impacts of fire on the atmosphere, land surface, ice
surfaces and the ocean.
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Fig. 2. Timeseries of the total C lost due to fires predicted by CLM3 (Kloster et al., 2012).
The timeseries is smoothed using a 25-yr running average. Ten-year average values used to
compute fire emissions for each time period are highlighted in color.
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Fig. 3. A plot by latitude of (a) the annual total area burned for each 10-yr emissions period
and (b) the amount of C released per area burned, and (c) a breakdown of the global annual
average area burned into biomes defined by the CLM3 PFTs database for the respective time
periods. Note that the latitude bands each contain approximately the same surface area for
better comparison of the total area burned across latitudes.
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Fig. 4. Timeseries of (a) the total C stored in terrestrial ecosystems, (b) difference in total C
stored in terrestrial ecosystems between the CO2 NF and CO2 KF simulation sets, and (c)
total C lost due to land-use changes, plotted for the CO2 NF simulations (red; panels (a) and
(c) and the CO2 KF simulations (orange; panels (a) and (c)). Timeseries are plotted for the
simulations with the CCSM (solid lines) and ECHAM (dashed lines) future atmospheric forcing.
The shaded region in (b) indicates when the change in carbon storage due to removing fires is
less than the initial (1798), preindustrial value.
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Fig. 5. Scatterplot of annual average NOx produced from fire emissions against O3 produced
from fire emissions for surface level grid points with non-zero fire emissions. The points were
binned by values of NOx produced and averaged, shown as the solid lines. Both axes are
plotted on logarithmic scales for ease of view.
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Fig. 6. The annual average change in AOD from fire aerosols for (a) 1850-KF, (b) 2000-KF, (c)
2000-GF, (d) 2100-CKF, and (e) 2100-EKF.
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Fig. 7. The annual average change in total cloud forcing from fire aerosols plotted in color
for (a) 1850-KF, (b) 2000-KF, (c) 2000-GF, (d) 2100-CKF, and (e) 2100-EKF. The grey-scale
shading shows the annual average total cloud forcing in the no-fire simulation corresponding to
the plotted emissions year.
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Fig. 8. Global annual average emissions of BC, OC and SO2 (assumed to convert to SO4)
plotted against the aerosol indirect effects computed from CAM5 for all time periods and both
future atmospheric forcings, represented as colored circles. The arrows trace the change due
to fire aerosols. The change in indirect effects are references against a preindustrial value of
0Wm−2. The top, right-hand panel highlights the change in angle between the fire impacts in
the different time periods.
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Fig. 9. The annual average difference in snow surface RF due to the deposition of fire aerosols
for (a) 1850-KF, (b) 2000-KF, (c) 2000-GF, (d) 2100-CKF, and (e) 2100-EKF. This is plotted over
the annual average snow cover (grey-scale) from the emissions-year corresponding no-fire
simulation. The global, annual average is given at the bottom of each plot.
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Fig. 10. A plot of the RF due to land surface albedo changes caused by fires and how it
changes during the years following the fire disturbance. The main plot shows annual averaged
RF beginning the year after a full year of fire activity. The detail plot breaks the RF down by
month showing the annual cycle following one full year of fire activity. Fire emissions from CLM3
are marked as “KF” with “C” (CCSM) or “E” (ECHAM) future climate, and GFEDv2 emissions
are marked as “GF”.
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Fig. 11. A breakdown of the RF due to land surface albedo change from fires into major biomes
and for different lengths of time after the fire occurred. Fire emissions are labeled as in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 12. Global, annual average RF for the various impacts of fires examined in this study,
plotted for the preindustrial case. Asterisks indicate RFs that were computed using emissions
data and not the CAM model integrations, or the CLM no-fire simulation used for the CO2 RF.
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Fig. 13. Difference in the global, annual average RF for the various impacts of fire examined
in this study between preindustrial and present day emissions (1850–2000) and through to the
year 2100 (1850–2100). For 1850–2100, the average RF for the two sets of fire emissions used
in 2100 is given with the range shown as the purple lines.
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Fig. A1. Scatterplots of the monthly mean model AOD vs. AERONET AOD for different GFED
regions and the globe. Results from simulations with both the un-scaled GFEDv2 emissions
(gray) and scaled emissions (red) are shown. EQAS is excluded due to the small number of
AERONET data points within this region. Linear regression lines are plotted.
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Fig. B1. A schematic representation of a fire cycle with associated CO2 changes, and a simple
illustration of the same ecosystem with fires removed.
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Fig. B2. Timeseries of surface albedo, estimated from past research, showing the recovery
of different biomes from fire disturbance. Note the different timescales for panels (a) and (b)
and the difference y-axis values for the winter and summer fires in panel (c). These estimates
were compiled from the following literature for tropical grasslands 1, tropical savanna2, tropical
forests3, and boreal forests4.

1Fisch et al. (1994), Fuller and Ottke (2002), Jin and Roy (2005), White and Loftin (2000)
2Beringer et al. (2003), Brookan-Amissah et al. (1980), Govaerts et al. (2002), Higgins

et al. (2007), Jin and Roy (2005), Myhre et al. (2005)
3Culf et al. (1995), Giambelluca et al. (1997), Pinker et al. (1980)
4Amiro et al. (2006), Lyons et al. (2008), McMillan et al. (2008)
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